Research question

What will be the greatest security challenge in a specific country in 2035 and how would you mitigate it?

Food for thought

Pandemic disease    Water wars    ???
WMD use             ???

???                   Nuclear weapons ???

Resources for your project

Books at the library
Research databases
Think tank / Institution websites
Important: Good keywords

Specific country
Specific challenge or threat
Words/phrases like: future, trend*, forecast, 21st century

Try to broaden your search by finding different terminology and synonyms

Tipp: Go to the LIBGuide PASS 18-16 Research Essay and click on the tab “Dictionaries / Thesauri”

http://mcrl.libguides.com/2017-PASS-Research-Essay

Databases for your research project

Tipp: Go to the LIBGuide PASS 18-16 Research Essay and click on the tab “Databases for Country Info”

http://mcrl.libguides.com/2017-PASS-Research-Essay
Think tanks and other institutions for your research project

**Tipp:** Go to the LIBGuide PASS 18-16 Research Essay and click on the tab “Open Access Country Info”

http://mcrl.libguides.com/2017-PASS-Research-Essay

Take it easy and good luck!!!